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Discussion Guide
EastEr is NEw BEgiNNiNgs
CoNNECtiNg: 
45 minutes 
(the following questions are intended to provide your group with a way 
of connecting with one another so that you might partner in the work god 
is doing in your lives.)
•   in what ways did god move in your life this week? in 

what ways did you respond to him?
• what was your biggest challenge this week? in what 

ways, if any, did you invite god into this challenge?
• how honest have you been with us? (graciously 

thank group members for their honesty if they state 
they have held back.)

gEttiNg startEd: 
10 minutes

• do you believe in do-overs? could you elaborate?

diviNg iNto thE tExt:
60 minutes 
 (the following questions are intended to provide your group with a 
simple road map through the text. feel free to use these questions in ways 
that best fit your group and the dynamics of your own meeting.)

• using the notes, talk about the different terms for 
love used in the new testament and how John uses 
these terms in the present text.  

• read John 21.1-19 aloud. seek to imagine 
yourself as peter or one of the other disciples. 
read the text once more.  

• in what ways does Jesus take peter (and the other 
disciples) back to the beginning? seek to find as 
many examples as possible.  

• what might be Jesus intention as he provides these 
to his disciples? why might this be important for 
peter? 

• do you think people today believe it is really 
possible to have a fresh start? could you explain?  

• have you ever had an experience where you needed 
a fresh start? did you feel this was truly possible?  

• in what ways, if any, does this text speak to our 
lives and those areas where we need to begin again?  

• what might it look like to welcome Jesus into our 
past experiences so that we might move into a new 
future? what might it look like to walk with one 
another in this practice?  

• consider concluding in prayer. you might seek to 
use this time to invite god into your past so that 
you might have a new future.  

CoNtExt aNd BaCkgrouNd

Divine Love or FrienDship Love 
in John 21, the apostle details a restorative/redemptive 
interaction between Jesus and peter in which Jesus calls 
out and then deals with peter’s three-fold denial so 
that he can take up the role of shepherding god’s people 
in imitation of Jesus (John 21.15-19). however, the 
intended meaning of this passage is often missed because 
much is made of the changing verbs for love found in the 
text.  
in the language of the new testament, there are 4 words 
which can be translated “love”: stergo, eros, phileo, 



and agapao. eros is erotic or sexual love, and stergo 
is most often used to refer to the loving relationships 
within a family, such as the love between a parent and 
child. however, many pastors (and some commentators/
scholars) have argued that agapao is the word chosen 
by the authors of the new testament to refer to divine/
sacrificial love of god or the love of god’s faithful 
people for god and one another, while phileo is the word 
in the new testament which refers to a lower or lesser 
form of love, the love between friends.
in John 21, John vacillates between agapao and phileo in 
the following manner:

JEsus’ QuEstioN PEtEr’s rEsPoNs

“do you love [agapas] 
me?”

“yes, lord, you know that 
i love [philo] you.”

“do you love [agapas] 
me?”

“yes, lord, you know that 
i love [philo] you.”

“do you love [phileis] 
me?”

“lord, you know all 
things. you know that i 
love [philo] you.”

building on the idea that agapao and its various forms 
refer to a divine, sacrificial love, while phileo refers to 
fraternal love, these pastors and commentators argue 
that the point of the passage involves Jesus’ questioning 
of the quality of peter’s love. does peter love him with 
a love of faith or Just as a friend? however, this kind of 
thinking cannot stand as it does not hold up under the 
textual evidence from John’s gospel or from the wider 
literary world of the new testament.  
simply put, a distinction cannot be made between agapao 
and phileo; that is, these two words do not refer to 
two different kinds of love but may be and are used 
interchangeably, the key to their meaning being the 
context in which they are found. this reality is seen in 
John’s own gospel because John uses agapao and phileo 
interchangeably. he uses both words to refer to god’s 
love of people (John 3.16; 16.27). he utilizes both 
words to identify the father’s love for Jesus (John 3.35; 
5.20). John uses both words to call out Jesus’ love for 
people (John 11.5, 36). he uses both words to speak 
of love for one’s fellow person (John 13.34; 15.19). 
he uses both words to urge love for Jesus (John 8.42; 
16.27). clearly, John does not prefer one verb over the 
other. rather, the gospel itself seems to identify John’s 
predilection for varying his words as a stylistic rather 
than theological device. as a case in point, in this same 

scene from John 21 also varies the verb for shepherding. 
simply put, as an author, John didn’t like to use the same 
word repeatedly in succession. 
when one looks with a wider lens, at the new testament 
and the new testament world, it is impossible to argue for 
two kinds of love being represented by agapao and phileo. 
the septuagint (lxx), the greek translation of the old 
testament, uses both verbs interchangeably. for instance, 
descriptions of Jacob’s preferential love for Joseph use both 
verbs (genesis 37.3, 4) as do the descriptions of amnon’s 
rape and declarations of love for tamar (2 samuel 13).   
the real question is how did interpreters and pastors 
begin to claim a distinction between agapao and phileo? 
some of the impetus may be interpreters’ desire to conform 
the language of the new testament to their own desires 
and theological predispositions. likewise, this distinction 
almost certainly arises from the primary position given 
to paul by interpreters. these interpreters use paul’s 
writings rather than the gospels as the interpretive 
lens for the entire new testament. because paul almost 
exclusively uses agapao to refer to the sacrificial love of 
god for people, these interpreters then extrapolate that 
agapao must be linked to this kind of love. however, a 
strong linguistic case can be made that authors were 
beginning to prefer agapao over all other words for love 
from the fourth century b.c. onward, and paul himself is 
not monolithic in his use of agapao. he uses phileo to refer 
to the love one is to have for god (1 corinthians 16.22) 
and to the love god’s people are to have for one another 
(titus 3.15). likewise, outside the letters of paul, Jesus 
uses phileo to refer to his love for his people (revelation 
3.19). it is therefore best to not use arguments about the 
nature of love based upon the new testament word in the 
text. rather, it is best to allow the larger context to give 
meaning and depth to the use of the term rather than a 
predetermined outside standard.

thE tExt
JohN 21.1-19: resurrection LiFe proviDes new beginnings 
the final encounter between the resurrected Jesus and 
his disciples which John records occurs on the shores of 
the sea of galilee. some undetermined amount of time has 
passed and the disciples have returned to galilee, most 
likely in obedience to Jesus’ command (matthew 28.16). 
however, they are not yet fully engaged in taking up Jesus’ 
kingdom ministry which probably indicates the disciples are 
in process. they are no longer in a state of disbelief but 
have moved to faithful obedience. however, they are not yet 
capable of carrying out the full extent of Jesus’ commands. 



something is hindering them, something which Jesus will 
deal with in this final recorded encounter.  
as the disciples are in process, peter suggests an outing 
in which they go fishing. this should not be viewed as 
apostasy, a return to an old way of life but rather as 
these men reaching out to a familiar touchstone as they 
undergo the transformation of their faith Journeys. the 
disciples fish all night, but they do not catch anything. 
early in the morning, a man from shore questions their 
success and encourages them to throw their net on the 
right side of the boat, at which point they catch so many 
fish they cannot pull up the net. with this experience, 
John (the beloved disciple) realizes that the man on the 
shore is none other than Jesus. his recognition comes 
not from the voice or the appearance. Jesus is too far 
away (over 100 yards) to recognize his features clearly.  
rather, John realizes the man is Jesus because he and his 
fellow disciples have had this experience before. when 
Jesus first called peter, James, and John, it was in the 
context of a failed fishing experience with a subsequent 
miraculous catch of fish (luke 5.1-7).  
unable to wait, peter swims to shore while his 
companions haul the large catch to shore. on shore, they 
discover Jesus has a fire ready and is preparing breakfast 
which he encourages them to eat. after the meal, Jesus 
turns to address peter. he begins by asking peter if he 
loves Jesus more than the other disciples. this question 
echoes a conversation about love and peter’s love for 
Jesus which took place during the last supper with Jesus. 
in this conversation, peter declared that he was so 
passionately devoted to Jesus that he would die for him, 
to which Jesus replied that in truth peter would deny 
him three times (mark 14.27-31; John 13.34-38). 
while the word “love” does not appear in this initial 
conversation, the concept is clearly present. peter’s love 
for Jesus is evident both in his passion and declaration 
of devotion. Jesus simply returns to this conversation in 
the present.  
hearing Jesus’ question, peter replies affirmatively. he 
truly loves Jesus and Jesus should know this. to this 
affirmation, Jesus replies by encouraging peter to feed his 
lambs. this exhortation is not unlike Jesus’ commissioning 
of his disciples in the previous chapter (John 20.21-
23). as Jesus prepares for his ascension, he hands off 
his earthly ministry to his followers. here, he hands 
off the shepherding care of his kingdom people to peter 
who most likely stands for the disciples as a whole in the 
context.  

surprisingly, Jesus asks peter a second time if he loves him. 
implied is the idea of loving more because of the context. 
once more, peter replies affirmatively, indicating Jesus 
already knows this. to this, Jesus once more exhorts 
peter to shepherd Jesus’ people. Jesus then turns to peter 
and asks about his love a third time. it is with this third 
question that peter’s conscious is pricked and he is hurt. 
John is clear to emphasize that it is the repetition and not 
the change in language which hurts peter. what is hurtful 
becomes apparent when one remembers that this exchange is 
a continuation of the conversation begun at the last supper. 
there peter declared his passionate devotion to Jesus, 
and Jesus indicated peter would deny him three times. by 
asking about peter’s love three times, Jesus subtly calls out 
peter’s three-fold denial (John 18.15-27). peter is filled 
with shame because he realizes that his actions undercut 
his declaration of passionate devotion. unable to explain 
or Justify his actions, peter asks Jesus to look beyond his 
actions to his heart. Jesus knows all and so he should be 
able to look past the denials to see that peter’s love is true. 
in reply, Jesus, once more, exhorts peter to take up Jesus’ 
shepherding ministry.  
Jesus then moves on to indicate the traJectory of peter’s life. 
peter had offered to die for Jesus and this would one day be 
the case. however, in the meantime, peter was to follow. 
this single, final exhortation brings the text full circle to 
Jesus’ first calling of peter, a calling which took place with 
the first miraculous catch of fish. on that day, after peter 
and his companions had pulled their boats ashore, Jesus 
had encouraged peter to follow (mark 1.16-20). with 
the present miraculous catch of fish and this call to follow, 
Jesus has taken peter back to the very beginning. as he has 
done this both verbally and experientially, he has called out 
peter’s failing but dealt with it redemptively. Jesus still 
hands off his ministry to peter, his imperfect follower. 
with each question of love, one for each denial, Jesus 
allows peter to experience forgiveness and restoration.  
Jesus gives peter the opportunity to reverse his wrong 
and experience Jesus’ forgiveness and restoration. having 
fully restored peter, Jesus then gives him the opportunity 
to begin once more from the very beginning. peter’s denials 
did not forever mark him, but Jesus has restored him and 
made it possible for him to continue forward once more, 
faithfully living as Jesus’ disciple.  



something that won’t be found on any of our resumés. 
we don’t want anyone to know what happened, what we 
did because if they did they might not Just feel differently 
about us. they might find us disqualified in some way from 
friendship, our Job, maybe life itself. the trouble is, even if 
no one else knows, we know. knowing is terrible because our 
knowledge makes us feel disqualified. we live with doubt and 
regret, a deep sense of shame that we are forever marked by 
what we have done, our present and future somehow shaped 
by our past. in some ways this is true because we believe it is 
true and thus live out this reality, but if we are followers of 
christ and live this way, we have believed a lie.  
as a follower of christ, we have been given resurrection life, 
a life which is available to us now, not Just one day when we 
die. this life frees us from the failings of our past by granting 
us new beginnings. at the heart of resurrection life is the 
flowering of something new. the old has gone and the new 
has burst forth. so too, our present lives might mirror this 
reality. we may have fallen, blown up or blown it in some 
way, but this can pass away and we can start anew. this is 
possible because god frees us from our past failings with his 
love and forgiveness. he meets us where we have failed and 
offers us his love and restoration. when we accept these from 
him, we find ourselves facing a fresh start, a new Journey 
which need not be shaped by our past failings.  
if you find that there are issues or experiences from your past 
weighing down your present and future, it really is possible 
to move forward. this is the reality of having resurrection 
life. this reality can find its way into our lives only when 
we begin to allow god to touch what was. this is often a 
painful experience, because we would rather not remember. 
when god touches what was, he often pulls it all out into 
the light so that we see it for what it really is and was. 
however, god’s intention is not to shame but to heal. all 
that was must be acknowledged so that it all might be dealt 
with by god. often a first step with this involves something 
like confession. confession can be made directly to god but 
it can also involve a fellow child of god. many people find 
the later more helpful because the person of god becomes the 
welcoming face and presence of god as what was is brought 
forth. a safe place to take this step can be found in ministries 
like regen or with members of our staff, deacons, or elders.
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rEal lifE with BlakE:
i have done some pretty awful things in life. i suppose we all 
have. each of us has failed and fallen in countless ways. it 
is part of being human in this fallen world. the funny thing 
about all the ways we have blown it and blown up is that they 
stay with you. little voices, echoes of what you have done 
whisper subtle reminders of what was, what we did. i hear 
them. you probably do too. even this morning, i have been 
plagued by one of these voices, a voice which is relentlessly 
calling out things which makes me feel like a failure. i am not 
sure i am in this instance, but this voice says i am. as i listen to 
this voice it makes a deep impression upon me. this voice leads 
me to believe not Just that i failed but that i am a failure and i 
will always be a failure. this voice tells me that all the future 
holds for me is more failure. my past will be my future. i 
am forever marked, my destiny determined because of my past.  
maybe you have had similar experiences. to say they are heavy 
and demoralizing might be something of an understatement. 
as i type these words, other voices are Joining to form a 
chorus, a chorus which says i should Just stop now and figure 
out how to sell insurance. i will never amount to anything 
or accomplish anything in my present role. at points, i 
am tempted to shut off the computer and heed their call. 
however, i am yet to yield. i do not yield because i believe in 
myself (self-confidence) or because i think they lie (denial). 
i am yet to yield because i know that in spite of my past, my 
future remains wide open. this is the reality the resurrection 
has made possible for me and for you. yes, we fail. we 
blow it and blow up. however, our past does not determine 
our future. resurrection life is a life of new beginnings. 
resurrection life is a life where god comes to us and calls 
out our failings, not to shame us but to restore us. it hurts 
to acknowledge what has happened, but when we allow god 
to touch these experiences, he gently restores them. he offers 
forgiveness and love in place of our brokenness and shame. 
with forgiveness and love in hand, we find ourselves facing a 
new beginning. yes, we blew it, but we can start again. yes, 
we blew up, but we can start over in a way that is not defined 
by our past. so, i am yet to yield. maybe i did blow it. on my 
worst days i think this is true, but even if i did, the future is 
not bleak. maybe the voice i hear is not accusatory but god’s 
own voice inviting me to acknowledge what was so he may 
offer his love and forgiveness so that i might begin once more.

rEal lifE with You:
every one of us has blown it. we all have something we are 
not proud of, something we don’t want anyone to know, 


